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Certain key factors should also be kept in mind to
ensure that problems with paper due to moisture
imbalance are minimized. Probably the most important
of these is to monitor the relative humidity of the
environment in which paper is processed. This can
be accomplished very simply and at very little cost by
using a sling psychrometer. Although more sophisti
cated instruments are available, none are more accurate
than the sling psychrometer.

Also, water will more readily penetrate the areas
where there is no printing; a solid ink film is an
effective moisture barrier.
Printed signatures that are very dry, when bound into
a book or magazine, will take on moisture, after bind
ing, until they reach equilibrium with the surrounding
atmosphere. The bound edge of the paper cannot
move as freely as the unbound edge. This difference
in movement of the paper as it increases in dimension
is manifested by waves in the paper. The waves that
develop in the paper radiating outward from the
bound edge are commonly referred to as buckles,
Buckles in bound books not only affect the appearance
of the product, but also tend to stiffen the pages near
the bound edge, and thus as the book is forced to
open and lie flat, the stress exerted on the binding
shortens the life of the book. Buckles are more likely
to occur when the bound edge is perpendicular to
the paper grain direction.

Extreme conditions of relative humidity are harmful
and are to be avoided. In practice, troubles are more
commonly encountered when the relative humidity
of the processing environment gets below 35% or
above 55%-60%. Of these two extremes, low relative
humidity of the processing environment (below 35%)
is generally more serious and costly.
Assuming the printer or converter receives paper in
the 40%-45% relative humidity range, which is proba
bly the best all-around level for sheetfed operations,
the best way to prevent problems is to control the
relative humidity of the processing environment to
this same range, 40%-45%. If this is not possible, the
extremes above 55%-60% and below 35% should be
eliminated or at least minimized. Although it can be
quite costly to lower high humidity levels below the
55%-60% range, the most troublesome extreme,
below 35%, can be corrected with minimum expense
by using inexpensive devices to spray water and/or
steam into the air. In the central and northern portions
of the United States, this simply requires the use of
such devices (water and/or steam sprays) during
the winter months-when the inside air is heated.
However, for the Southwestern United States and
the higher elevations of the Western United States,
the use of these spray, moisture-addition devices
may be necessary throughout the year.

Signatures, having different relative humidities, when
bound together into books or magazines, will all
come into equilibrium with each other and with the
surrounding atmosphere. As this happens, the dry
papers will take on moisture and grow while the high
moisture papers will give up moisture and shrink. Such
a dimensional change in the bound, trimmed product
will cause the finished edges to become uneven and
unsightly, This condition is referred to in the trade as
"starts." Starts are more likely to occur when signatures
are bound parallel to the paper grain (Figure 5).
SUMMARY

An understanding of paper, the interactions that
occur between paper and its environment and its
reaction to changing moisture content, is critical
for those who are in the business of printing and
processing paper.
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